Wireless communications technologies are ubiquitous, big business and changing rapidly. New technologies and enhancements to existing technologies are continually being implemented.

The engineers and technical managers implementing these technologies are under pressure to solve real-world problems in the shortest possible time. They need concise, practical help to do this.

The *Cambridge Wireless Essentials* books will meet this need.
Essentials of Modern Spectrum Management

Martin Cave | University of Warwick;
Chris Doyle | University of Warwick
and William Webb | Ofcom, UK

Are you fully up-to-speed on today’s modern spectrum management tools? As regulators move away from traditional spectrum management methods, introduce spectrum trading and consider opening up more spectrum to commons, do you understand the implications of these developments for your own networks? This is the first book to describe and evaluate modern spectrum management tools. Expert authors offer you unique insights into the technical, economic and management issues involved. Auctions, administrative pricing, trading, property rights and spectrum commons are all explained. A series of real-world case studies from around the world is used to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the various approaches adopted by different regulators, and valuable lessons are drawn from these. This concise and authoritative resource is a must-have for telecom regulators, network planners, designers and technical managers at mobile and fixed operators and broadcasters, and academics involved in the technology and economics of radio spectrum.
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Essentials of Radiowave Propagation

Chris Haslett | Ofcom, UK

If you need to maximize efficiency in wireless network planning, this quick reference guide to an increasingly complex and difficult topic is for you. Using real-world case studies, practical problems and minimum mathematics, the author explains simply and clearly how to predict signal strengths in a variety of situations. More sophisticated methods, which form the basis of software tools for both network planning and spectrum management, are also described. This will be an invaluable resource for network planners, hardware designers, spectrum managers, senior technical managers and policy makers.
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Essentials of Wireless Network Deployment

Andy Wilton | Motorola Ltd
and Tim Charity | Motorola Ltd

Do you want your wireless network to be profitable? Wireless operators will find this practical, hands-on guide to network deployment invaluable. Based on their own extensive experience, the authors describe and evaluate all parts of the deployment cycle in cellular networks (GSM and UMTS), and broadband wireless networks (WiMAX) are also covered. Practical advice on key issues is given, to help you to understand the various technology choices and the impact they will have on capital, transmission and maintenance, and hence network profitability. Suitable for product engineers, network architects, radio network planning engineers, core network planning engineers, deployment and optimization technicians and business development staff at mobile operators. Engineers and technical manufacturers at network equipment manufacturers will also find this book useful.

Contents: 1. Introduction to today's wireless environment; 2. Overview of current networks and the areas that will be affected by new technologies; 3. Pre-planning activities; 4. Radio access network (by Technology); 5. Core network and applications; 6. Network optimisation and maintenance; 7. Future networks.
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www.cambridge.org/wirelessessentials
Are you involved in implementing wireless mesh networks? As mesh networks move towards large-scale deployment, this highly practical book provides the information and insights you need. The technology is described, potential pitfalls in implementation are identified, clear hints and tips for success are provided, and real-world implementation examples are evaluated. This will be an invaluable resource for electrical and communications engineers, software engineers, technology and information strategists in equipment, content and service providers, and spectrum regulators. It will also be useful to graduate students in wireless communications, and telecommunications.
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Please order from your local bookseller: